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The PREP Act provides immunity from liability for the COVID-19

vaccinators. The purpose of the law is to protect Big Pharma.

Robert F. Kennedy recently revealed why Big Pharma and Dr. Fauci are

going after the children and babies. Because the vaccines that are

recommended for children get liability protection.
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Robert F. Kennedy, Jr: “They are never going to market a vaccine, allow

people access to a vaccine, an approved vaccine without getting liability

protection. Now the emergency use authorization vaccines have liability

protection under the PREP Act and under the CARES Act.

So as long as you take an emergency use vaccine, you can’t sue them.

Once they get approved, now you can sue them, unless they can get it

recommended for children. Because all vaccines that are recommended,

officially recommended for children get liability protection, even if an adult

gets that vaccine. That’s why they are going after the kids. They know this

is going to kill and injure a huge number of children, but they need to do it

for the liability protection.”
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Jim Hoft

Jim Hoft is the founder and editor of The Gateway Pundit, one of the top conservative news outlets in

America. Jim was awarded the Reed Irvine Accuracy in Media Award in 2013 and is the proud recipient
of the Breitbart Award for Excellence in Online Journalism from the Americans for Prosperity

Foundation in May 2016.
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Lee Campbell

Dec 31, 2021

Unvaccinated sperm.... The New Bitcoin!



Reply

Mike Gieser

Dec 30, 2021

Only the stupid, gullible people are becoming sterile. Get the

shot!



Reply

Rachel Dempster

Dec 30, 2021



He is talking about aluminum saying there is no more than we

are dealing with in our environment - is that the same

aluminum they are dowsing us with in chemtrails and causing

cancer and other illnesses. People should not be forced to

take vaccines and that is entirely what you people are doing

you have changed the law to stop us suing you when it goes

wrong and lots of people are being killed and injured and

there is clear visual evidence that its negative e�ects are

being censored which are showing the horrors that these

vaccines have done to people .

When you prevent us from living our lives unless we take a
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And yet Trump on Dec 23 interview said these " Vaccines" are

... "one of the greatest achievements of mankind".

And just like the MSM and Biden is blaming the Un-Vaxxed.

Although I voted for Trump Twice and worked on his

campaigns locally...... I agree with RFKjr !!
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SE
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Trump isn't perfect. Just light years better than the disaster

we have.



Reply
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SE Jan 4 Edited

The phony and ine�ective and poisonous " vaccine" are a

disaster. This whole insanity of lock downs....Covid

Cultists and mandates is a disaster which has basically

destroyed our country. All of that and " warp Drive" were

started under Trump.

That he doubles down on it all after all that is known

about Fauci...Wuhan.... the vaccine deaths and injuries

furthers the disaster.
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I don't really care what Trump says now. I care what is

being done to our country the the illegitimate person

who pretends to be president.
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Dec 29, 2021

Amesh Adalja argued that we ingest a lot more aluminum in

our food than is in the vaccines. Our stomachs are designed

to extract nutrients from our food, and pass through those

things, like aluminum, that are toxic to our bodies. Injecting

aluminum directly into the body bypasses this protection,

making his argument not only wrong, but intentionally
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deceptive and misleading. His fallacious argument marks him

as a shill for big pharma.
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renny
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There is no level of wording possible to express how

DAMNABLY EVIL this is using the kids here.
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KissMyScaleyBass

Dec 29, 2021

i believe he's only got part of the story there. The other part is

to sterilize a HUGE portion of the next generation for their

population control psychosis.

It's why there are 3 di�erent versions, so the entire

population isn't sterile, just 1/3 or maybe a bit more

depending on which your child gets stabbed with.

1 - saline, 2 - mRna, 3 - poison. It's the last number that

counts I believe
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How is it a problem when only the stupid, gullible people

are sterile?
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So disgusting. What has our country become?
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SE Dec 30, 2021

Hell on Earth.

2 Reply

Pattie Kelly

Dec 29, 2021

Yes stop the "Fauci" torture of beagle puppies and young

disabled children from NYC. Yes he uses live puppies and

orphaned children to do his research on this virus. Please

spread this around. One of his torturous procedures is making

a small box and putting mesh over the top and putting two

beagle puppies heads in the box to be eaten alive. In S. Africa

they cut the vocal cords as to not hear the puppies scream in

pain. And then they take the puppies in a box and leave them
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